6080 Tube Amplifier Schematics
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6080 – Special quality double triode (Low mu twin power triode) designed for use as series regulator tube in d.c.

Pair Tung Sol (Chatham) 6080WA vacuum tube - black plates Repair Af Amplifiers Modulators Ufc Circuits Book eBook Instant Digital Download. This amplifier will use a tube front end with no feedback, and a seminal new error from time to time over coffee to discuss wild, off the planet analog circuits! stage, an all-tube 6AS7/6080 6W SET prototype built, tested and auditioned. OTL schematic Of course we all know Julius Futterman, the inventor of the OTL amplifier. And of course Stephany Bench' method for an inverted 6080 tube The construction record of audio amplifiers by "Super Triode connection Circuit" Cross ref. table for name of tubes~amps (On every update) External power. Wzmacniacz lampowy SE EL84/ DIY tube amplifier SE EL84 Schematics taken from skarabo. net/sid-21-se.h tm. lampowe - Antica2 SE 6L6, All Metal SE 6L6, An Old Story2 6080, Russian Connection 2 EL84, Red Army SE GU50. As a hobby project I decided to build a tube headphone amplifier. designs using an 6AS7 or 6080 tube as cathode follower with half a tube per output After a bit of searching online I found this schematic using an ECC99 tube per channel:

SAS Audio Labs' manufactures tube amplifiers, triode amplifiers, single ended amplifiers, ultra linear amplifiers GE 6080. Genalex. Russian 6H23N-EB. Sylvania gold brand GB6080 Any and all designs and schematics are copyrighted.

A friend of mine builds amps, and so once I assembled/soldered everything, I checked the ohm resistance It looks like your main power tube is 6080 based.
Tube amplifier learning while building, all you want to know. Not all power triodes are like this, the 6080, 6336, and the 6C33 have μ in the 2 range, they were. This schematic came from a Japanese article below in Japanese language.

TUBES.RS – Tube Amplifiers & NOS Tubes Audio Tube Power Amplifiers · Tube Amplifiers Schematics · Tube Testers · Tube 6080 (6AS7) Philips, new type boxes 6080 Philips 6AS7G was last modified: January 5th, 2015 by tubes.rs.

We have both Raytheon and Philips branded versions of these tubes in stock. Please specify the brand you prefer in the notes section of your order. I specialize in Harman-Kardon Citation tube pre and power amps.

(1) 6080 CBS Industrial, used and tests close to new, excellent getter, nice tube in a white box! Cases where the new production 7591A tubes have had trouble in circuits done by yourself, not assembled/completed tube amplifier, schematic and technical support will be provided.

Packing List: One SINOVT 6L6GC pull push tube amplifier DIY kit. 6N5P+6N11 (France 6080WA+Czech JCC88) single-ended Class A amp.

6080 GEC 6AS7G CV2984 was last modified: May 16th, 2015 by tubes.rs. Electric 6AS7G (for Tektronix) · 6080 Telefunken 6AS7 · Tube Amplifiers Schematics. 6AS7G/6080 output tube and 6SL7/5691 driver. The schematic is only representative of the actual amplifier and component manufacturers, model and values. 6AS7/6080 tubes can be easily wired in such a way to have high input impedance. Over time I have always shared the schematics in The Asylum. The standard (unbalanced) input stage of any tube amplifier is particularly subject to pick up 'ambient hum'.
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